30 amp outdoor sub panel

It only takes a minute to sign up. I Will be installing a subpanel in a detached garage. The
subpanel will be 60 amp. The garage is about 30' from the main-panel in-house, and I will of
course get an exact length before selecting the proper gauge wiring. I'll be using pvc
underground for the wiring. There is already existing wiring going underground from the house
to the garage, which will no longer be used. When it comes to grounding this subpanel, should I
run a grounding conductor from the main panel to the new sub, or ground the sub to earth?
Reading this answer sounds like I would have to ground the subpanel to the main, primarily
because in my situation this is a new install. All other variables I have control over. If so, I would
be running 4 wires from the main panel to the sub, 2 hots, 1 neutral, and 1 ground correct?
Then, at the subpanel, the ground bus bar and the neutral bus bar would not be connected, and
the grounding screw removed from the ground bus bar? I believe this is true for any subpanel in
a detached building, just want to be sure. Doing this right now. Simple 50 amp sub feed to a
shed. Two hots ungrounded conductor , one neutral, one ground equipment grounding
conductor in 1" pvc. Ground rod at the shed. Simple, that's how you do it. Grounds are for any
equipment that becomes shorted in itself and must always have a ground attached to the
equipment and then run to a ground bar that is grounded to the ground. The ground should
always be attached anywhere there is a potential to have a live wire touch any metal that the
ground should be tied to so that current will travel down the ground wire to the earth and not
into anyone that grabs a box or piece of equipment or device that is shorted slightly but enough
to hurt someone if touched. There are ground fault protection devices but fail sometimes. I feel
all grounds should not be tied to any neutral because voltage will be read from the hot to
ground just like from hot to neutral once a circuit is applied and current flows and this will make
your meter run more since it is using current to the earth. I an not sure if i am right but if you do
disconnect the ground system from the neutral then you will not see current flowing to earth at
volts or volts i think. You run a hundred feet or two hundred feet. Most main amp service is the
neutral and grounds are all together. And it does not matter if your grounds and neturals are
tied together. All houses are grounded to code. Running two one ten breakers makes double
pole makes it because you got two hots. Ac current is not dc current. I look at it this way you
need a hot and a neutral to make with out a voltage drop you have Two hots you got with out a
voltage drop. Most guys say well you got a voltage drop. Two equal size wires you need to carry
the load right. A neutral and hot on you bring in always in a garage or shed what happens if you
need it. Four even size wires. That keeps your voltage balanced the receptacle box on a shed or
a garage dont need a grond wire unless you go over head. Lighting that is what a ground rod is
for. Lighting does not hit non conductive things like pvc or glass. Its going to take the short
path thats why your tranformer on the pole is grounded. And the house just in case. But thirty
years my house works and all breakers will trip. I had the hot from pole shorting in the the
ground one night by pole one side of the house the power would come on and off went down
checked my main voltage wires coming in under ground one hot keep cuttin on and off. I was
hopein it was the transformer. It turned out to be the ass put one three direct burial right in the
ground so someone could of died. Hot hits ground direct short. What does a ground rod do
nothing. My garage 15 years 4 wires to main breaker just like wireing outlets in your house dont
use ground rods massive lighting strikes near garage. The box is on the inside wood is a
insulator i have a better chance of the garage getting hit and burning down. Codes half of them
are nothing. They still make a ungrounded extension cord that i have temporary hooked to my
garage to light it and use power tools and the lights are hooked up and not using the ground
wire and the breakers do trip in garage when they need to. Im all ready to go back to house with
thn 6 four wire under ground feet split two ways run what ever i want. Im a ham operator i seen
lighting strike the ground ad come back up this is no lie will all the strike go in the ground how
much comes back to kill your appliances. Amy antenna is 48foot long 58 feet off ground feet of
coax to antenna twenty years i keep everything hooked up lots of money to lose. Lightning
never took the long path. Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and
rise to the top. How to properly ground a subpanel in detached building? Ask Question. Asked 6
years, 10 months ago. Active 3 years, 10 months ago. Viewed k times. Improve this question.
The NEC allows for both approaches, independent grounding electrodes or grounding along
with feeder conductors. With independent grounding, the neutral is bonded to the grounding
system, when grounding with feeder it is not. The grounding bus is always bonded to the
enclosure no matter what. I've no idea about GFCI requirements, that requirement was
introduced after I stopped following updates to the code. I am about to start a very similar
project. You would install a GFCI Breaker at the Main if only running a typical 20 Amp ckt,
however if you install a 60Amp breaker to feed your sub panel, then the GFCI wouldn't work
there to protect the lower amp ckts in the shed Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. Pull 4
conductors 2 ungrounded hot , 1 grounded neutral , 1 grounding Grounded neutral and

grounding bus must be separate at sub-panel No need for a GFCI breaker in the main panel,
unless your local code requires it. A grounding electrode system is required at the second
structure Improve this answer. Tester Tester k 70 70 gold badges silver badges bronze badges.
There's a long list of acceptable grounding electrodes. TheEvilGreebo NO!!! The grounding
electrode and the grounding conductor serve different purposes, and one does not replace the
other. The grounding conductor provides an effective fault current path, and is required to get
the breaker to open during a ground-fault. Electricity is trying to return to the source , not to
ground earth. Got it, thanks! And this is why it's always wise to have an electrician do the job!
I'm sure you're right. Shame on me, but I don't understand. I want to ask this question
separately Here's the link. Show 4 more comments. Harper - Reinstate Monica k 14 14 gold
badges silver badges bronze badges. Marc Marc 31 1 1 bronze badge. Floyd Floyd Your
experience does not exempt the rest of the world from following code. Featured on Meta. Visual
design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Linked 0. See
more linked questions. Related 2. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. Installing anything
with wires and electrical work can be tough. We are here to make it easy for you with this
how-to on installing an electrical subpanel. If the service panel does not have room for new
circuit breakers and you cannot use tandem breakers, a subpanel may be the answer. A
subpanel connects to the main service panel with a thick three-wire cable. The feeder breaker in
the main panel acts as the main disconnect for the subpanel. Before installing one, consult with
an inspector to make sure you do not overload your overall system. Related: Protect your
electrical system with a home protection plan. A subpanel has separate bus bars for neutral and
ground wires and typically has no main breaker. It may not be labeled "subpanel" but instead be
labeled "lugs only. Mount the subpanel about a foot away from the main service panel.
Determine how far the wires will have to travel in the subpanel and pull wires shown or add
cable and strip sheathing accordingly. Remove a knockout slug, slide the wires through, and
clamp the cable. At the main service panel, plan the routes for the four wires: ground, neutral,
and two hot wires black and red. Strip the sheathing, remove a knockout slug, and clamp the
cable. Route the neutral and ground wires carefully and connect them to their bus bar s.
Professional electricians take pride in the way they run wires into a service panel or subpanel.
In a well-wired panel, wires route in neat paths around the perimeter, making it easy to tell
which wire goes to which breaker. More important, orderly wires are less likely to brush against
hot bus bars, which would create a serious fire hazard. Route, cut, and strip the red and black
wires. Connect them to the feeder breaker. Snap the breaker into place. In the subpanel, route
the feeder wires, cut and strip them, and connect to terminals. Connect the black and red wires
to the hot bus bars, the neutral wire to the main neutral terminal, and the ground wire to the
ground bus bar. Run cable for new circuits into the subpanel and clamp the cable. For each
circuit, route wires around the perimeter, connect the ground wire to the ground bus bar, the
white wire to the neutral bus bar, and the hot wire to a circuit breaker. How to Install an
Electrical Subpanel. June 06, Save Pin FB ellipsis More. Related: Protect your electrical system
with a home protection plan A subpanel has separate bus bars for neutral and ground wires and
typically has no main breaker. Have the inspector approve the subpanel, the feeder cable, and
the feeder breaker. Shut off the main breaker in the service panel before you begin. How to do it
Image zoom. See also. Basic Electrical Wiring Techniques Join us for electrical wiring Image
zoom. Editor's Tip. Editor's Tip Professional electricians take pride in the way they run wires
into a service panel or subpanel. How to Draw Electrical Plans Plan for your next electric
project. View Series. Comments Add Comment. How difficult was this project? Very easy. Kind
of easy. Kind of hard. Very hard. Font Size Print Pin Save. Close Share options. Tell us what
worked, what didn't, and if you made adjustments Thanks for adding your feedback. Close
Close Login. All rights reserved. Close View image. Bayside RV is reader-supported. When you
buy through links on our site, we may earn an affiliate commission. Home - RV Advice. Have
you ever thought of wiring a 30 amp RV outlet before going for either camping trip or summer?
Whether your RV stays at home or only for short periods, your RV is going to need power,
electricity, and an outlet. You will never have unlimited access to electrical power, so it pays a
dividend to keep your batteries healthy and charged. You will have your air conditioning
available, the refrigerator running, and keep your appliances and tools working smoothly.
Before turning all this to south, you may want to hook up your 30 amp cord to generators or
connect it to a home outlet. Learn more about how to wire a 30 amp RV outlet to store and
supply power before hitting the road. For an RV, a amp power service is a volt with a
three-prong male cable and an assigned amp breaker. It is made specifically for all types of
trailers and recreational vehicles. The amp RV plug is commonly known as an RV The electrical
cap shows two angled flat pins and a U-shaped pin. The appearance of the TT cap is frequently
confused with being wired for volt, but it is a volt device. Wiring a amp RV plug to a pre-existing

wire system from an RV is a simple matter, and can be accomplished with regular household
electrical tools. This service is straightforward, just by following the color coding for
connections and use the correct wire size. Now that you already know what a amp service outlet
is, you will need other materials to wire a 30 amp RV outlet. Note: Make sure that the element of
the breaker is designed for a specific panel and sized according to the amp outlet. If you have
never pulled a cable before, I suggest picking the wires slowly to avoid ripping and redos. By
pushing enough wire down the panel, pull about three inches of the cable to get it inside the
electrical panel. However, do not open the panel yet because there is much to do first. Here are
the steps to wire a 30 amp RV outlet. In this section, I will explain the things you need to
consider before wiring a amp outlet for your RV. Batteries power these volt systems. These 12
volts system powers the water heater, furnace and lights in the living area of the RV, and many
other things that consume energy. The volt system is charged by an RV hookup plug or a
generator. It supplies power to daily use like kitchen appliances and TV. To supply power to RV,
you need to know that there are three basic types of plugs. In this case, I will briefly explain
what they are due to we are focusing on how to wire a amp RV outlet. Quick note: Make sure the
power rate is amps and not the amps outlets that most homes use. Depending on where your
RV is parked, you will likely end up opening the inside wall at that location to run the wire. You
would like to consider covering your plugs while connected to the electricity for your RV.
Hopefully, this art icle has taught you how to wire a 30 amp RV outlet safely and effectively.
Practice extreme caution with electricity. You already know that safety precautions come first
on top of your list when dealing with power. Know more about RV outlets. You just finally got
back home from a long week out on the road with your RV. You may have managed to charge
the batteries a few times along the way, but those last few days did not allow you to do so. You
can send us a note too. Things You Need. Here are the steps to wire a 30 amp RV outlet Use a
craft knife to trim the cords jacket cover with an inch to separate the three wires. It would be
best to be careful not to damage the insulation covering of each wire. Use a wire stripper to
remove 0. I suggest twisting the strands so you will have a tight rope-like thread. Unscrew the
fasteners of the TTP. You will have to draw the brass pins from its housing, but be careful not to
trim them. Match the wires with the color codes and connect each cable accordingly. The black
is the hot wire attached to the brass-colored screw. The silver-colored screw is where you
should attach the white neutral wire. The bared green wire is the ground that is attached to the
green-colored screw. Things to consider. Regular household outlets are the sockets you see
around the house. These outlets can supply power to most smaller tent trailers and pickup
campers. Related Articles. February 6, February 4, December 1, How do I go about running
power from my house out to a shed? Equipment: Depends on the method that will be used to
install the electric circuit at each specific location. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level
experience and ability to work with tools and the condition of the soil where PVC conduit or
direct burial cable will be installed. Precaution: Identify existing and local circuit or power
sources, turn them OFF and Tag it with a Note before working with the trenching process.
Notice: Installing additional electrical wiring for a shed should be done according to local and
national electrical codes with a permit and be inspected. I have tied from my pool box to a shed
80 feet away. Well Daniel, Is it all on GFCI, is the wiring protected or is or expo
solex carb diagram
2008 toyota corolla fuse box
2003 honda accord stereo replacement
sed, was the feeder cable buried deep enough and was it type UF, and most of all did you do
this with a permit and was it inspected? You see, I have been provided with very limited
information, and it is not my place to make this decision. The bottom line about if your project is
safe or correct rests with your local building department and inspector who can see from their
position what I cannot from my position. I hope you understand. Name required. Email will not
be published required. Get a Quick Reply! Ask an Electrical Question. July 11, at pm. Dave
Rongey says:. Click here to cancel reply. Fluorescent Lighting Problem and Repair Checklist.
Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with tools, work with
electrical wiring, and the available access to the project area. Important: Modifying existing
electrical circuits or installing additional electrical wiring should be done according to local and
National Electrical Codes, with a permit and be inspected.

